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News You Should Know!
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Great Hunt -Ashenvale
Blackrock Clan and Valorheim join Redwood Tribe against a
foreboding, animated, and blight throwing vehicle to end the
year.
Twelve hunters tracked and encountered the massive
Slaughterhouse Class V Siege Weapon controlled by an
unknown spirit, which crossed over from Darkshore to
Ashenvale attacking Orc encampments.
In less than one day, it had crossed into the Warsong Lumber
Camps, in all intents and purposes on its way to Orgrimmar to
grind up more Orcs and innocents under its wheels.
Was this sent by the Alliance? Horde Intelligence is seeking
that information now.
The valiant hunters brought the weapon to a grinding halt.
What evil will hail from Darkshore in the coming year?

Kick Fish Opens League Play!
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

League Play begins Sat.
Feb 9 8:00-9:00 Server Time
Warmode: On
Location : Shattrath
Teams to consist of 4
members with 1 substitute
(If you do not have a team,
come to the event and we
will find one)
Each game determined by
first team to 3 points –
match best 2 out of 3
Round Robin Match Play
RP Event – Elixir of
Tongues suggested

To Register Your Teams –
Please contact Lohkawas
Wildmane c/o:
lohkawaswildmane@gmail.com
btag: MrthePanda#1597
Horde RP Discord:
@lohkawas/Leidolfr

Brew of the Month:
Wild Winter Pilsner
It is sure to bring out the animal
in you!
Let out that ROAR!

Just a little something to think about, Alliance!
Two Shu’halo you do not want to encounter on a battlefield!
Rare Footage of Two Shu’halo engaged in training exercises. Nothing held back!
Warbrave Torahate Redwood vs. New Honor Guard Mokalyn Wildmane

Where’s the Beef?

Or Beware the Veal!

A quick lesson in Shu’halo spotting.
Note the most solemn Chieftain Ragetotem
with flanking Highmountain cousins.

Are you inviting Shu’halo to this new Tribe
or is it a limited edition?
Veal that old would be way too chewy!
Are those matching outfits?
Gentle until pushed to defend the Horde!
This is Prime Rib, all the way!

(wait, Editor might be jealous of the
matching outfits. I take that one back)

Alliance Assaults Zandalar
Contributor: Jimirra of The Ashen Vale, Assoc. Press Azeroth
Associated Press Azeroth
12.27.2018
Voldun, Zandalar

Associated Press Azeroth:
12.28.2018
Zuldazar, Zandalar

Nicknamed “Operation: Retribution” Rebel Alliance
forces under tactical command of Commander
Katrell from the Lionguard commenced attacks on
the desert state of Voldun. This first joint strike on
United Horde controlled territory began with a multipronged attack on various strategic locations
throughout the warzone.

Confident from their victory in Voldun, Rebel
Alliance Forces were emboldened to take the fight
to the heart of United Horde territory, Zuldazar. Due
to logistics and inclement weather, Rebel Alliance
forces began landing in smaller groups spread
throughout the warzone. They were immediately
engaged by United Horde warbands and forced to
scatter until the call was made to rally at the friendly
outpost of Xibala.

Rebel Alliance military comprised of forces from
Clan Battlehammer, The Ashen Vale, Lionguard,
and the Kul Tiras Marines landed in Shatterstone
thus beginning the assault of Voldun. With
operational support from the Coldridge Company
and Salty Sea Doggos, the joint task force made it’s
way through the sea of sand.
A small patrol made first contact at the Tortollan
Refuge and the Rebel Alliance suffered many
casualties. Commander Katrell made a decision to
rally the entire task force and proceed across the
desert.
The battle came to head at Vulpera Highway where
in an open patch of desert the Rebel Alliance
managed to drive United Horde back to their small
outpost. Mounting a hard defense, the Horde tried
to bait the Alliance in to a frontal attack where the
Horde held the high ground.
Feigning a frontal assault, Commander Katrell took
the main force to a ridge under the cover of stealth.
Using gliders, Rebel Alliance forces managed to
flank and take the rear of the Horde defenders thus
resulting in a victory for the Rebel Alliance.
Disclaimer: Associated Press Azeroth claims no
bias and reports the events as factual.

The Frontlines of Nazmir - Zo’bal Ruins Defense
and the Battle for Silvermon City!

Rebel Alliance forces gathered in high spirits. Units
from the Ashen Vale, Clan Battlehammer, and
Lionguard began to rally preparing to attack. Horns
blared as Alliance scouts reported United Horde
defenders making their way towards Xibala but it
was too late.
Rebel Alliance forces were caught in a full frontal
assault as they tried in vain to mount a proper
defense. General Renosh and United Horde forces
broke the line and forced the Alliance to retreat and
and leave Xibala to it’s fate.
It became a game of cat and mouse as the Rebel
Alliance tried to regroup while eluding the United
Horde defenders. Finally able to regroup the
Alliance forces began to make a push towards
Dazar’alor only to be caught and flanked by
General Renosh and the United Horde.
It was a pitched battle but ultimately United Horde
forces were victorious this night and Zuldazar was
succesfully defended.
Disclaimer: Associated Press Azeroth claims no
bias and all events are reported as factual.

Eyewitness Accounts

Zo’bal Ruins Defense
Having just arrived in Zo’bal Ruins, Nazmir to report for duty as a humble medic for the Horde, I was
surprised to be set upon immediately by an Alliance Force on the morning of the first day of this brand new
year.
I was life-gripped by the undead leader from the top of the steps into the swamp and waiting arms of
several alliance who attempted to finish me off. However, I rolled, stunned, rolled, cocooned and made my

way back to the ruins and out the other side as more Horde and the settlements natural defenses thwarted
the alliance.
In all, it was perhaps 3 members of the Horde versus 12-15 Alliance, but we three knew something… we
had reinforcements, including my mate, Honor Guard Mokalyn Wildmane of the Redwood Tribe on the way
to our location.
We three harried and taunted the alliance advancing down the steps to the swamp and then back to the
Ruins, slowly drawing one or two Alliance too far from their full group. Only their leader continued to dance
back far behind his front line as one by one, our ploy worked. Once our reinforcements arrived, we grew
ever bolder, picking off one and then the next, advancing far into the field as we chased the Alliance into
the swamp, until finally their leader fell to numerous blows, including sustained lightning from yours truly.
We will not be converted by this new sect of the Alliance, nor diverted from our mission against the blood
trolls, and where you find one or two of us, know that the full might of the Horde will travel far and fast to
push you back from our bases and claim victory in the field.
Pick your target more carefully, Alliance, this Shu’halo is not an easy pushover in the open field!
Lohkawas Wildmane, editor-in-chief, Elder of Redwood Tribe!

Battle for Silvermoon City!
The Thalassian government was fortunate to find many fellow Sin’dorei, Shal’dorei, and horde brothers and
sisters that would rally to Elves of the North banners. Last night, and throughout the morning, celebration
rang through the streets of Silvermoon City. An attack repelled, thanks to the valiant efforts of the
Warbound Legion, the Elves of the North, Valorheim, Warband of Durotar, and the Blackrock Clan, not to
mention valuable intel provided by Redwood Tribe, and the Silverswift Cartel.
The masterful strategic plan crafted by High Lord Thaloren and High Lord Throggma was flawlessly
executed that night by the fierce and battle-hardened elven and horde warriors, determined not to let their
city fall again to an outside force.
The High Lords pled with the attackers, shouting from the ramparts of the city, “If you set foot in this city,
we will fill the scar with your dead!”. But to no avail… the Alliance was determined to take Silvermoon.
But when they rushed the gates, they would find them a little too welcoming… the trap had been sprung…
they had underestimated the Sin’dorei and the allies of Quel’thalas, and the blood of the alliance would
begin painting the streets of Silvermoon to match her crimson banners.
For the next 20 minutes, the battle raged, and the attackers were pounded with bombardment after
bombardment. Their lines faltered, and as their phalanx began to separate, the defenders rushed the
gates.
The alliance fled, some mounted, some on foot, back into the woods of Eversong. The defenders returned
to the city, victorious, as the trumpets of Silvermoon blared a victory note that rang through the Walk of
Elders, echoing all the way north to the Court of the Sun. Silvermoon was saved!
Aeythyr Skyborne, Ranger-General <Elves of the North>

Reflections in an Empty City
Contributed by -Seluni Wildleaf of The Ashen Vale, Kaldorei Priestess of Elune
I'm seated atop A Hero's Welcome for a break from the recent events and the uncertain times
unfolding. Laying to rest fallen comrades, mending the horrific wounds Azerite inflicts, and
wielding the Light for dealing death-- these take their toll even on the most devout of Elune's
followers.
Not a year ago I would occupy this place with fellow soldiers to have a similar moment away from
battle. It was a place we could forget about the demonic blood on our armor or robes. The blood
of our enemies. The blood of friends. A respite from the sickly green that permeates the lands.
The smell of the battlefield and the screams produced there...so many screams. A moment to put
out of our minds the endless waves of fel empowered evil or searing fetid wounds. The strain of
constant spellcasting or the swing of the axe.
Even the occasional Horde would sneak up here, and we were grateful for their company. While
we couldn't understand each other's tongue, they had the same blood stains and weary gaze. For
those moments, it was simply soldiers sharing a meal or drink regardless of insignia. We learned
of each other's honor and sense of duty. No words needed for this comradery even if we must be
enemies beyond the city walls.
Here and now, as the war rages on continents far away, you can almost forget it's happening at
all. Few people walk the streets below; those that do are busy with their studies and errands. The
near silence is deafening compared to the days of the Legion assault. The Kirin Tor now move
about relaxed in the relatively empty city. Even Khadgar seems to have kept out of trouble.
Various citizens and travelers come and go with their adventures or arcane dabblings. This city is
a beacon of peace and tranquility as it keeps watch over the lands below.
How our current war ends is anyone's guess...if it can at all. Atrocities have been committed that
may not be forgivable. If that time comes; I pray there are honorable soldiers still willing to speak
with eyes and stomachs. Soldiers willing to take up arms and stand together, even momentarily, if
another mutual foe arises.
If not...then we will have lost before we lift a single sword.

Chief’s Corner
What have you done? No, look again, Horde and Alliance!
What have we done?
These are all symbols of power, and corruption of that power. Or have we forgotten our history? We
have seen the powerful before try to annihilate each other, the land, the world. Did this end well for
anyone? We are still seeing refugees pour into Orgrimmar, and probably Stormwind, from Azeroth’s
nations and other worlds. Do you think the Legion is gone completely? The sword… the sword is still in
Silithus, and some of ablest Druids and Shamans are still trying to heal the land. Have you helped? The
Old Gods’ representatives are still at large. I serve in Naz’mir, I see the blood God’s power represented at
all hours in the Red Moon. Will the Night Warrior power be any different?
Take care in what you ask for and in what power you seek to wield. How will you be any different than
the enemies Azeroth already faces if your power corrupts?
Lohkawas Wildmane, editor-in-chief

Upcoming Events
Four Winds Market Jan 19 2019 – Siniang will be hosting a monthly Farmer’s Market extravaganza in the Valley of Spirit, Orgrimmar at 8:00 PM
server time. RP event food/armor/goods for sale, games, feats of strength, fortune telling and more. If you would like a booth let Siniang know!
Sponsored by Hellscream’s Angels.
Transmog Contest Jan 19 2019 – Grand Emerald Dream Transmog Contest – 4 judges, Horde and Alliance contestants, prizes to be awarded.
Reach out to Arn [H] or Jaeris [Aj] for more information, to donate prizes, and general inquiries
Call of the Scarab, Jan 21-23 2019 – Alliance versus Horde! Who will hang their banner over the Ahn’Qiraj gate? A micro-holiday event
commemorating the opening of the Gates all those years ago. Head to Silithus and answer the Call of the Scarab!
Battle of Dazar’alor Jan 22 2019 – Rumor has it that Horde Intel has information concerning a strike by Alliance forces on Dazar’alor and the The
Great Seal. Horde forces are to prepare to defend and counter-strike should this information be correct.

Horde Guild Faire
Chocolate, strawberry, plain? The question was asked as Representatives of various
factions of the Horde came together in Orgrimmar under a banner of unity and
comradeship. And does the answer matter? No! The Orgrimmar bartenders will now
offer both Chocolate and Strawberry Milk For The Horde! But there is nothing plain about
the Horde, so drink your milk with flavor, or find another beverage!
Pictures Contributed By:Aeythyr Ranger-General of the Elves of the North and
Klarine Melhoof (Ironsworn Regiment), and Lohkawas Wildmane (Redwood Tribe)
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Personal Ad Response: Autumnbrew, I hope this finds you well. First off, I saved that Gnome’s Life and it
was so scared and half-starved, I carried it to safety. But it climbs everywhere and would not stop sitting on
my antlers. It pretended to be an earring at one point, dangling from my antler. Moka was furious at me
for being seen with it, like I was giving it Antler Rides around Mulgore. Your “Alliance” can keep this Belo
and good luck to you! I left it near one of the Dwarf Inns you sell “your” brew at! In fact, I believe you were
using her to climb up and get Alcohol off the top shelf since you are too short to reach… You know she is too

young to be in that Inn! Lohkawas Wildmane

